Draft Agenda
Meeting of the Task Force on Transfers to International Organisations
16 September 2021 [14:30 –16:30]
Remote meeting

1. Welcome and foreword (14:30 - 14:40)
   Mission and nature of the Task Force (what it is, what it is not, informal exchanges, real cases to be privileged - for new participants).

2. Transfers from EU Institutions to IOs – main issues based on feedback received (14:40 - 16:00)
   2.1 Introduction
   2.2 Definitions and applicable legal framework
   2.3 Onward transfers
   2.4 Redress, Supervision and Dispute resolution

2. Transfers from private entities to IOs (16:00 - 16:25)

3. AOB, next steps and scheduling of the next meeting (16:25-16:30)